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VIRTUAL EXHIBIT BOOTH  
CHAT FEATURE 
Can the chat feature be disabled? 

No, the public chat feature cannot be disabled.  

 

When interacting with an HCP in the virtual booth, can those conversations be kept 
confidential, keeping competitors out?  

The chat feature on the right of the virtual exhibit hall is not private. If an exhibitor needs to host                    
a private chat / conversation with an attendee, they may use the private chat feature or the 1:1                  
video call feature.  The private chat and 1:1 video call features are available to all exhibitors. 

 

Will the platform ask if the attendee is an HCP?  

The platform will not ask if an attendee is an HCP, however, we will be tagging each attendee 
with their category type (Physician, NP, PharmD, etc) and these tags are publicly visible on their 
profiles.  

 

How does the video chat feature work? Specifically, how would an attendee request and 
join a video chat with an exhibitor?  
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The attendee will need to initiate the contact and reach out to the booth staff / company. Once                  
the initial contact is made, the booth staff can suggest moving the chat to a private chat or video                   
call, if desired. 

 

Can the chat function be a delay that would allow us to view the chat content before it 
goes "live"?  Is there an option to have a chat moderator?  

Not at this time but we are working with the vendor to see if this can be added. 

 

Are chat conversations recorded or stored?  

Yes. 

 

Is the chat that is on our virtual booth a public chat or private chat?  Can attendees / 
other exhibitors outside of our booth see the chat on our virtual booth? Or do they have 
to be in our virtual booth to see the chat board in our booth?  

The exhibitor booth chat is public and any attendee can post to it. We are able to moderate the                   
chat at the admin level. Should a message need to be erased please email              
info@ccrheumatology.com with the exhibitor booth and preferably a screenshot of the message            
and we will delete as quickly as we can. 

 

Since virtual booths are accessible to attendees 24/7, does that also include the             
interactive chat feature?  

It does but the users (attendees and booth managers) must be logged into the system for chat                 
to reach them. 

 

Does our booth staff need to be proactively checking for submitted chat requests at all               
hours?  Is it possible to set chat hours of when the booth will be staffed?  

It is not possible to set chat hours. Users will receive a notification of new chats should they                  
occur. The congress will be setting “booth hours” when booth managers are expected to be               
present to interact with attendees.  [link to booth hours coming soon] 

 

How are booth staff made aware that someone has submitted a question or reached out               
via the chat?  

By default you will receive a notification at the bottom of the screen along with a reminder in the                   
top right. If you enable notifications from the site into your browser then you can also receive                 
audio based alerts of new messages. 
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In the chat feature, if an attendee engages a request to chat from the “Booth Staff” list, is 
that automatically a private chat?  Does that private chat get loaded into the Public Chat 
area on the Right hand side, or does it remain between the 2 individuals engaged in the 
chat? 

This would be a private chat between the 2 individuals and those messages are never loaded                
into the public chat area. 

 

LEAD RETRIEVAL 
If we are interested in the Lead Retrieval feature, do we just send in additional $350? 

Lead Retrieval is $350 per virtual booth.  Email pmclain@ccrheumatology to order Lead 
Retrieval for your virtual booth. 

Lead Retrieval per booth may be dependent on what sponsorship level your company is 
participating and how many LR’s are allotted in that sponsorship level.   

 

If our company does not purchase lead retrieval can we pull metrics from the exhibit 
page and if so, what info will be included in the metrics?  

Without lead retrieval, metrics can only be pulled by the event admins and would include a total 
count of how many attendees visited your booth in addition to information on those exact 
attendees that visited.  Digital Motion can pull and deliver these metrics to you for a cost of 
$180.00 at the end of the event. 

 

Can the lead retrieval connect to our own custom system via and API?  

No, it cannot. The lead retrieval data is only available as a downloadable csv file. 

 

If Lead Retrieval is purchased, will full contact details be available when someone chats 
or asks a question in the exhibit?  Or is full info available ONLY in the places you 
outlined?  

Full contact details, including name, address, phone, email, will be shared when a company              
purchases Lead Retrieval and an attendee clicks on “Request Information”, “Join Call”, or             
downloads a file when “require information sharing” is enabled for downloadable files. These are              
the only instances where the attendee information is shared with an exhibitor for lead retrieval. 
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VIRTUAL BOOTH SETUP & DETAILS 
Can more than one person be named Primary Booth Manager?  

Yes.  CCR and/or Digital Motion need to know who the initial Primary Booth Manager should be. 
After that person is established, they can add other booth managers. 

 

When will the primary booth manager be assigned?  Can other people access the build 
as well, say for med/legal review?  

Please send your Primary Booth Manager contact information to 
exhibitors@ccrheumatology.com.  The Primary Booth Manager can determine other people that 
need access to building / reviewing the site. 

 

Where does the co-exhibitor link exist within the booth? 

Under New Exhibitor Set Up / Co-Exhibitors. 

 

Where can a LINK out of the virtual booth reside within the booth? Can this platform link                 
out (redirect) to other platforms?  

There are buttons for social media and websites on your exhibitor booth home page.  

 

Once an exhibitor uploads the items into their virtual exhibit page, is it live or is there a                  
behind the scenes option? 

It will be live. There is no holding stage for the virtual exhibits. However, the overall virtual                 
exhibits platform will not be live until September, 9 2020. Once the overall platform is live, then                 
the exhibits will also be live. 

 

Will CCR be reaching out to exhibitors to confirm who should receive the log-in? 

No, please email your Primary Booth Manager contact information to 
exhibitors@ccrheumatology.com. 

 

Is there a search feature so that attendees can find our booth other than scrolling down                
initially in the exhibit hall?  

Yes, there is a search feature in the virtual exhibit hall. 
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Who should we contact to test the platform to platform capability?  

Testing can be coordinated with Digital Motion by emailing info@digitalmotionav.com  

 

We also have a "Congress Content HUB" for which we will need to link and haven't seen 
a good space for a URL link.  Can you advise?  

You can use the “website” link or simply put an HTML link or button in the description field. 

 

Can we do a single population of the virtual exhibit booth that can be used at both CCR 
East and CCR West or do we need to upload 2x?  

Exhibitors will need to upload separately for East and West.  These are treated as two separate 
events in the virtual platform. 

 

What is the assign tasks button on set up?  

The assign tasks button is for the platform admin (CCR and Digital Motion) to assign tasks to 
exhibitors.  

 

Where can we find the specs for assets, file sizes, etc.? 

The asset sizes and restrictions are available in the exhibitor portal. Refer to the Webinar 
presentation to see proper files sizes and other asset specifications.  Follow these links to 
Exhibitor Documents. 

Virtual Exhibit Demo & Specs 

Virtual Product Theater Demo & Specs 

 

How many download documents are we allowed to upload to our virtual booth area? 

CCR is not limiting the number of document downloads but there is a file size limit of 25MB per                  
document. 

 
How many booth attendees exhibitors receive? 

CCR is not limiting the number of booth staff for exhibitors, however, the virtual platform has a 
limit of 20 booth staff per virtual booth. 
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DEADLINES 
When are all assets due to be uploaded to the exhibit site?  

The platform GO LIVE dates are listed below: Please have your virtual exhibit ready for viewing 
by this date. 

● EAST go live is September 9, 2020 
● West go live is October 7, 2020  

Will there be a final booth walk-through and review with your staff before the meeting? 

CCR and Digital Motion will not hold formal walk-throughs of each booth. We will be monitoring                
content and progress and will assign tasks (or reach out individually) if items need attention. 

 

When will we receive login details to get into the platform?  

Digital Motion is working quickly to send platform login details asap. Once this occurs, you will 
be able to start setting up your virtual booth. 

 

MISCELLANEOUS 
As a Non-Profit sponsor, what actual features of the exhibit set up are we entitled? 

Non-Profit sponsors have the same benefits as an Exhibitor level sponsor. 

 

How much time will attendees have between sessions to visit exhibitor sites?  

The built-in exhibit times are during the lunch break and before and after the live sessions.  The 
exhibits will be available for viewing 24/7.  [link to virtual exhibitor information coming soon] 

 

How long will the exhibit booths be kept live after the Congress?  

The platform will be kept live for two months after the congress ends. 

 

Will the exhibitor and product theater webinars be recorded for on demand?  

Yes, it is on demand via the links below. 

CCR Exhibitors Demo  

CCR Product Theatre Demo  
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GAMIFICATION 
How does “Gamification” feature work? Do exhibitors need to do anything proactively for 
gamification? 

This can be established during the exhibit set up. Gamification is designed to encourage              
attendees to visit the virtual booths in the exhibit hall. Participants will receive points for visiting                
virtual booths. Points are obtained when the attendee gets a code from visiting the virtual               
booth. The way the code is given out at each booth is at the discretion of the exhibitor. Codes                   
will be generated and provided to the exhibitors by the CCR staff. Attendees collect as many                
points as they wish to be entered into CCR’s prize drawings. Codes and points are tracked                
online by the virtual platform.  

Examples of ways to distribute your exhibitor gamification code: 

·        put the code in a pdf download that requires lead retrieval 

·        put code in a video that attendees should watch before they obtain your exhibitor code 

·        give the code to booth staff and require attendees to chat with someone to get it 

  

Do you have to participate in gamification?  

No, you do not have to participate.  However, it is designed to encourage attendees to visit your 
virtual booth.  

 

Will the gamification points be the same between CCR East & CCR West? 

The point system will remain the same between East and West.  However, the points are based 
on sponsorship levels.  There are different sponsors for East and West. 

 

VIDEOS 
What is the difference between the Video in the exhibit hall and Pre-roll video?  

The Video is in the lobby and is a sponsorship item.  

The Pre-Roll Video is a video that will be played before and after the live sessions.  This is also 
a sponsorship item. 
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SPONSORSHIP  
If a company purchased 2 booths will they have 2 virtual booths?  

If a company purchases more than one exhibit space, they can have the equivalent in virtual                
exhibit booth(s). The company will have to build / maintain each booth and load into each                
virtual exhibit separately.  Content is designed by the exhibitor. 

If lead retrieval is desired, it is $350 per virtual booth. 

 

Does our sponsorship cover both the EAST and WEST events for a virtual booth?  

Sponsorships are separate for East and West.  East sponsorships apply to CCR-East and West 
sponsorships apply to CCR-West.  

 

The Virtual Exhibitor Prospectus (see page 5) indicates that the “booth-attendee           
interaction via chat and video calls” is not part of the “Exhibitor” level sponsorship              
package, and can be added at an additional cost, however, on today’s webinar, the              
speaker stated that this feature is standard and cannot be suppressed. Can you please              
clarify? 

Chat and Video Call interaction is available to all sponsor levels.  This is a misprint in the Virtual 
Exhibitor Prospectus. 

 

PRODUCT THEATERS  
Is there a cutoff date for submitting materials?  

All Product Theaters should be planned and set up with Digital Motion by [East] September 1, 
2020 and [West] September 29, 2020.  Exhibitors should reach out to Digital Motion to begin the 
planning process for your virtual Product Theater. Contact Digital Motion at 
info@digitalmotionav.com. 

 

Will the virtual booth link to the company’s virtual product theater? 

Not currently. We are checking with the platform vendor to see if there is a way to make this 
happen. 

 

Do we have to provide a pre-roll video? Can it be a static image?  

You do not have to provide a pre-roll video. Digital Motion can set up a loop of a static image if 
desired.  Contact Digital Motion at info@digitalmotionav.com for more information.   
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What if we want to use a platform outside of Zoom for our product theater?  

If Digital Motion can embed the stream, they will be able to make it work. 

 

Are there any length restrictions on the pre-recorded product theater video?  

Product Theaters are allotted one (1) hour on the CCR agenda. If you want to include a Q&A 
session, this will need to be included in the one-hour time frame. 

 

Can you choose between a pre-recorded or live recording?  

Yes, you can choose between a live stream presentation or a pre-recorded presentation.  Digital 
Motion will work with you directly to plan your Product Theater. 

 

If we prerecord, is there an option for a live panel? 

Yes, contact Digital Motion for specific details at info@digitalmotionav.com. 

 

Will you be available for training calls with the presenters to walk through in the 
software? Do we just pay the hourly rate?  

Digital Motion will be able to participate in a call with Product Theater presenters if the call is 
kept to one hour.  If more than one hour is needed, Digital Motion’s hourly rate will apply. 

 

Does the Product Theater host receive the recording of their Product Theater?  Is there 
cost to receive just the raw recording without editing? Is there a cost to retrieve it with 
the edits and notes? 

There will be a $120 charge by Digital Motion to record and provide the raw recording per 
product theater. 

 

Outside of CME offerings, does the system or can you help support us to baseline and 
follow-up surveys to measure impact?  

Yes, contact Digital Motion for specific details related to analytics, including CME offerings. 
info@digitalmotionav.com. 
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What direction would you suggest giving an attendee on how to get from the lobby to our 
room for our Product Theater?  

The lobby will host a Product Theater section that will list that day’s Product Theater details, 
along with the links to join each one. This is equivalent to the onsite signage that would be 
placed outside the meeting room. Exhibitors can also place Product Theater information on your 
virtual exhibit page. 

Direction wise you want to instruct attendees to click on “Sessions” and then navigate or search 
for the title of your product theater. We will be sending attendees instructions on how to 
navigate the platform prior to the event. 

 

Where are the virtual bag inserts for product theaters...where do those appear?  

The packet inserts will be a virtual downloadable packet.  The Registration Packet button will be 
placed in the lobby for all exhibitors to access. 

 

What are the options for interaction during the Product Theater? Is it possible to have 
live polling/surveys or is it mainly just a Q&A box?  

The CCR Product Theaters provide an AV package for broadcasting your live presentation or 
showing your pre-recorded presentation. One option for Q&A and Polling is 
polleverywhere.com. We are working on compiling additional options and will update this 
answer as we identify and test them. 

If you prefer a more customized option, please contact Digital Motion at 
info@digitalmotionav.com. 

 

Will the product theaters be offered on demand? 

CCR will not publish the Product Theaters on demand, only in real time.  However, please 
consult info@digitalmotionav.com about publishing options available on Online Symposia, the 
location where CCR is published. 

 

What do we need to send Digital Motion in order to use the CME online symposium? 

Please contact info@digitalmotionav.com directly and they can provide the information needed 
based on the type of CME you will be providing.  
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